Your Guide to Lincoln

Grove
The kitchen service is where you collect your breakfast, lunch, and early dinner. These meals are great value and are prepared by the chefs in our medieval kitchen.

Hall
The balance between modern and traditional Oxford can be found in Lincoln’s Hall, which hosts two dinners, one informal and one formal, every night except Saturday. Students can choose which dinner they attend. Formal dinner is a 3-course meal attended by Fellows and students, all wearing their gowns.

Deep Hall
This is the College bar, the venue for BOPS (big organised parties), karaoke nights, pub quizzes, late-night pazes, and lunch-time baguettes. The original Lincoln Imp can be found in Deep Hall. He used to stand on the wall in Front Quad, but was moved due to weather damage. He’s locked behind bars to stop him causing mischief!

Front Quad
Enter through the Porters’ Lodge which is staffed 24 hours a day. Ask us about our Ascension Day traditions!

Lincoln House
Half of Lincoln’s first-year accommodation (the other half is in College). All first-year rooms are ensuite.

Junior Common Room: JCR
The name given to both the Junior Common Room and the undergraduate student body. It is the venue for JCR meetings and elections, cinema nights, study societies, air hockey, weekly welfare teas – the undergraduate social hub.

The Mitre
The second-year accommodation (also used as accommodation in the summer).

The Chapel
The Chapel is a beautiful, peaceful space and is open to all for quiet reflection and prayer. It is also home to our lovely choir. The Chaplain runs weekly welfare events (such as coffee and doughnuts), so you can drop in if you’d like to chat about anything at all.

Middle Common Room: MCR
The name given to both the Common Room for graduates and the graduate student body.

The map includes various locations and facilities such as College Buildings, Places of interest, Grass, Streets & Walkways, and landmarks like Bear Lane, Reading Room, and Library, which are highlighted for their significance in the college's history and activities.